The IBL is the ideal projector lift for the cost-conscious customer, or when ceiling space is limited.

- Lowering distance - 39”
- Weight capacity - 35 lbs.
- Two popular closure configurations:
  - Drywall ceiling with 16” on-center floor joists
  - Ceiling Tile: 2’ x 2’
- Three positions: stowed, show, and service
- Integrated plenum housing and closure system
- Position repeatable to better than 1/16”
- Cable management system
- Lift mounts to joists or structural ceiling
- Whisper-quiet operation
- Includes wired hand-held remote
- Options: IR and RF control, cable pre-wire package

14.68”w x 21.80”d x 9.50” - 16.00”h (adjustable)

(Not Including Projector)

IBL-1522 60 lbs.  IBL-2424 66 lbs.

(Plenum covers adjusted to minimum height)

Dimensions and specifications subject to change.